
Celebrity  News:  Scott  Foley
Says Tyra Banks Was His Worst
On-Screen Kiss

By Lauren Burczyk

In celebrity news, Scott Foley opened up about his worst on-
screen kiss. According to People.com, on Thursday’s episode of
Watch What Happens Live with Andy Cohen, the 47-year-old actor
was asked to name his worst on-screen kiss, and he didn’t have
to think long before naming Tyra Banks. The two were playing
love interests during Banks’ three-episode arc as Jane on
Felicity. Foley admitted that the passion wasn’t there between
them, saying the 45-year-old single celebrity was “just not
into it.”
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In celebrity news, not all kisses
are made for the record books! What
are three kissing tips?

Cupid’s Advice:

Not all kisses are worth remembering. Here are three tips for
a memorable kiss:

1. Prepare yourself ahead of time: It’s a good idea to make
sure that your lips are kissable. Prep your lips beforehand by
using lip balm or a nude-colored lipstick.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Jordyn Woods Also Hooked Up With
Khloe Kardashian’s Ex James Harden

2. Let them know your intentions: Try taking a subtle approach
to  letting  your  partner  know  what  you’re  intentions  are.
Instead of being super direct by telling them or lunging at
them, try leaning in gently for a smooch.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Bradley Cooper’s Ex Wife Reacts
to Rumors of Lady Gaga Romance

3. Start soft and go slowly: When your partner eventually
takes the hint, start off slowly. Gently purse your lips, and
as softly and gently as you can, massage their lips between
yours.

Can you think of any other tips for a memorable kiss? Comment
below.
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Scott  Foley  is  Expecting  a
Third Child with Wife Marika
Dominczyk

By Laura Seaman

Actor Scott Foley and his wife Marika Dominczyk are expecting
their third child! The couple has a 2-year-old son and a 4-
year-old daughter. Foley announced his wife’s pregnancy via
Twitter on July 15, a day after Dominczyk posted a picture of
herself  modeling  maternity  clothes  with  a…  donkey?
UsMagazine.com quotes her tweet saying “Sometimes you just
gotta chill with your donkey. And your baby bump!”

How do you make your pregnant partner feel beautiful?
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Cupid’s Advice:

When a woman is pregnant, she’s going through a lot both
emotionally and physically. Sometimes it can be hard for her
to keep her confidence levels up. As a dedicated partner, you
should be there to let her know that she is still beautiful,
she always has been, and always will be:

1. Go shopping for maternity clothes. When your partner starts
to show and goes out to buy maternity clothes, so with her and
tell her which ones you think look best. Give her your opinion
and let her know how amazing she looks as she tries on her
picks.

Related: LeBron James and Wife Savannah Are Having their Third
Child

2.  Take  photos  with  her.  Sometimes  women  just  feel  self-
conscious about photos in general, but when you’re putting on
pounds for a baby, photos can seem like even scarier. Let your
partner know that she looks perfect, even when she’s pregnant.
Encourage full body pictures, not just pictures cut off below
the shoulders!

Related:  Stephen  and  DeAnna  Pappas  Stagliano  Reveal  Baby
Daughter’s Name

3. Go out on dates with her. Let your partner know that she
can still get dressed up and out on a date, even with the baby
bump. Take her somewhere fancy and treat her like the gorgeous
woman  you  know  she  is.  Show  her  off  and  complement  her
regularly. Treat it like one of your first dates where your
goal was to impress her and make her feel like the most
beautiful girl ever.

How did you make your pregnant partner feel beautiful, or how
did your partner make you feel beautiful? Let us know in the
comments!
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